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SUMMARY
This report describes the technical accomplishments of a one-year
basic research program directed towards a study of the quaternary III-V
alloy system

In1-xGaxAsyP1-y

grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The

objectives were to grow layers of

In1-xGaxAsyP1-y

and InP suitable for

processing into double heterostructure diode lasers. Layers of
In 1-x Ga x As y P 1-y have been grown lattice matched to InP with bandgaps
near 1.55 pm and with electron mobilities of 4600 cm2 V -1 s-1 which are
the highest reported to date. InP films suitable for confinement layers
in a diode laser have been grown and Sn has been shown to be a suitable
n-type dopant. Preliminary data suggests that Be will be a useful p-type
dopant.
The layers have been analyzed using infrared absorption,
photoluminescence, electroreflectance, x-ray diffraction, reflection
electron diffraction and Hall measurements. The photoluminescent data
are the first reported for

In1-xGaxAsyP1-y

grown by MBE and indicate

that lasing quality material has been grown.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
Quaternary and ternary compound semiconductors have been subject of

considerable interest for a number of years due to their application in
laser diodes ' and sources for optical fiber communications. The bandgap
energy

2

and hence the lasing wavelength of the quaternary III-V alloy

P
can be adjusted by varying the composition parameters x
xy 1-y
3
and y. At the same time the quaternary can be lattice matched to both
In

1-x

Ga

InP and GaAs. By keeping the y/x ratio near 2.1, In i _ x Ga x Asy P i _y can be
grown lattice matched to InP and by adjusting the absolute values of x
and y it can be grown with bandgaps between 1.1 pm and 1.6 pm whilst
still lattice-matched to InP. This covers the region of low loss and
low dispersion of the silica-based optical fibers presently used in
optical telecommunications. These quaternary alloys therefore find
important applications as sources and detectors for optical
communications. Commercial diode lasers using In

1-x

Ga As P
x y 1-y

(henceforth this will be written without the composition, i.e. as
InGaAsP) have been available for some time. Photodetectors, such as
avalanche photodiodes, 4 using InGaAsP, although at a much earlier stage
of development than diode lasers, have also been fabricated. Thus far,
these devices have been processed from epitaxial films grown by liquidphase epitaxy

5

(LPE) or vapor-phase epitaxy

6

(VPE); no device has yet

been fabricated from material grown using molceular beam epitaxy (MBE).
Recently, theoretical calculations have suggested that carrier peak
velocities and low field mobilities 7 for InGaAsP/InP should be higher
than those of GaAs, InP and InGaAs. If this were indeed the case
experimentally, then the InGaAsP/InP system would find important

1

application in microwave devices such as MESFETS and TED devices. Much
interest was generated by these calculations and in fact were part of
the rationale for the proposal of the present program. It became
increasingly obvious however that large discrepancies existed between
measured and calculated mobilities and velocities. 8 These discrepancies
were resolved when new calculations showed that much lower values of
mobility and velocity were to be expected.
used extrapolated values for the F

LX

9

The initial calculations

energy gap which were eventually

found to be too high. When this value was finally measured it was about
25% lower than predicted; the lower value enabled inter-valley
scattering to occur at a much earlier stage, thereby reducing the
mobilities and velocities.
Although the application in microwave and millimeter-wave devices
of InGaAsP will probably not be as signficiant as thought earlier, the
application to optical fiber telecommunications is undisputed, and this
is reflected by the very large numbers of research papers being
published. Furthermore, the future possibilities of totally integrated
opto-electronic circuits using InGaAsP/InP systems may well prove to be
of signficant importance. Presently, however, the direct importance of
InGaAsP remains as diode laser and detector material for devices
operating near 1.3 um and
1.55 pm.
In spite of the proven optical device applications of InGaAsP, very
little effort has been reported on the growth using molecular beam
epitaxy. The most comprehensive study,

10

for which the present program

is essentially a follow-on, demonstrated epitaxial growth on both InP
and GaAs substrates. The lattice-matching and composition control in
that study was not optimised, and hence it was not possible to grow

2

material of the highest quality and with a predetermined bandgap. This
program was successful however in growing the best MBE material
available at that time. The present program has successfully addressed
both of these problems.

Present Status of MBE Growth of InGaAsP

1.2

There have been three reported attempts to grow InGaAsP using MBE.
Cho

11

used a Ga and In mixture in one effusion cell GaAs and GaP mixed

in another effusion cell as the As and P source together with an
additional elemental phosphorous cell. The sticking coefficients of
phosphorous and arsenic depend upon the amounts of Ga and In incident on
the InP substrate as well as the substrate temperature, whereas Ga and
In have unity sticking coefficients for the range of substrate
temperatures commonly used. The ratio of P 2 :As 2 from the GaAs-GaP cell
could be adjusted via the cell temperature. At a cell temperature of
905 ° C the P :As flux ratio was 8:1, rising to 16:1 at 900 °C. Since
2
2
phosphorous has a lower sticking coefficient than arsenic at the
substrate temperatures used ( - 400 °C), it was found necessary to use a
P :As flux ratio of 40:1 to give a final composition ratio P:As of 3:1.
2
2
Cho also reported that material doped with Sn was n-type with a carrier
concentration and mobility at room temperature of 5 x 10

16

cm

-3

and 1650

2 -1 -1
respectively although undoped values were not given. Foxon et
cm V s
al

12

reported a film grown on a GaAs substrate using As

4

and P

4

sources.

No further information was reported however except to state that x-ray
diffraction yielded a broad curve which suggested vertical and/or
horizontal spatial compositional inhomogeneity.
The most comprehensive study prior to the present program was
undertaken at Georgia Tech l° with support from Naval Electronics Systems

3

Command under contract No. N00173-79-C-0033. This program which was not
wholly concerned with quaternary growth by MBE, and also included growth
of InP, GaAs and InGaAs, reported the growth of InGaAsP MBE films on
both GaAs and InP substrates using a variety of sources. The group V
sources were either GaAs or As as an As source and InP as the P source.
The best material was grown using GaAs and InP as As 2 and P 2 sources
respectively. The highest mobility obtained for undoped InGaAsP films
was 2126 cm 2 V -1 s -1 with a carrier concentration of 1.6 x 10 17 cm -3 at
room temperature. During a period when this program overlapped with the
present program, the mobility figure was increased to 4000 cm

2 -1 -1
V s
for

a similar carrier concentration. However, good compositional control
2 -1 -1
was not achieved. The 4000 cm V s
mobility value approached the
values achieved using LPE.
1.3

Program Objectives
The objectives outlined in the original statement of work involved

the growth and characterization of InGaAsP/InP heterojunctions with
emphasis on millimeter and microwave devices. In light of the
discussion in section 1.1, the following objectives were finalized after
discussion with NRL staff.
1.

Improve growth and characterization of InGaAsP/InP

2.

Establish a flux monitoring scheme to continuously monitor
fluxes emerging from the various ovens during growth.

3.

Grow selected epitaxial GaAs layers on specially prepared
substrates for FETs.

4.

Grow films of InGaAsP with bandgaps at 1.5 pm

5.

Grow InGaAsP/InP structure suitable for processing into doubleheterostructure diode laser. In addition to task 4, this

4

would include investigating suitable n- and p-type dopants for
InP.
1.4 Principal Results
o

An optical characterization facility has been set up to allow
more detailed material analysis.

o

A flux monitor based upon an electron impact ionization gauge
has been tested for one oven and shown to be a feasible
monitoring technique

o

InGaAsP films have been grown on InP which show improved
lattice matching and increased mobility. Reproducibility of
the growth runs has been verified.

o

InGaAsP with bandgaps at 1.511M have been grown with room
2 -1 -1
temperature mobilities exceeding 4600 cm V s
and with
carrier concentrations near 5 x 10 16 cm -3 . This material is as
good as or better than corresponding liquid phase epitaxial
films.

o

Sn has been established as a suitable n-type dopant for InP.

o

Be has been studied as a possible p-type dopant for InP and
initial results indicate potential use.

o

Selected epitaxial MBE n-layers of GaAs have been grown on
specially prepared NRL substrates with thicknesses and
concentrations suitable for FET processing.

o

A laser structure was not grown, although the conditions for
growth of all the layers had been established, due to a
serious system malfunction which resulted in growth being
curtailed for several weeks towards the end of the time period
covered by the contract.

5

2.0 GROWTH AND ANALYSIS OF MBE FILMS
2.1 System
Most of the films discussed in this report contain phosphorous
which is potentially a severe contaminant to ion pumps and vacuum
systems in general. Because of this, two MBE systems have been used
during this program, one to grow InGaAsP and InP and the other being
restricted to only GaAs. Since both systems are very similar, differing
mainly in dimension, only the InGaAsP-InP MBE system will be discussed
in any detail.
A schematic of the MBE system is shown in figure 1. There are two
distinct pumping areas. The main growth chamber and an interlocked
sample loading chamber can be isolated and pumped independently; the
main chamber is pumped by a cryopump and the interlock by an ion pump.
During growth there is no isolation and both pumping systems work
together. Initial roughing of either chamber, which can be accomplished
independently, is achieved using a rotary pump followed by sorption
pumping. All parts of the system, including both pumps, can be baked out
at temperatures up to 200 °C. The loadlock chamber allows substrates to
be loaded without opening the growth chamber, thereby reducing the
possibility of system contamination. The growth chamber is only opened
for source replenishment. The fast pumping speed of the cryopump is
especially beneficial since, as will be discussed later, the InP oven
rapidly depletes of phosphorous, which therefore necessitates frequent
opening of the growth chamber for source replenishment. The cryopump
minimizes pump down times. Six graphite effusion cells are mounted
inside a water-cooled cryoshroud. A further cryogenic panel completely
surrounds the region between, and including, the sources and substrate
to prevent contamination due to materials desorbing from the chamber

7

Interlock Ion Pump
Isolation
Valve

ilf

MBE Growth
Chamber

Cryopump
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Valve

Auger Spectrometer

Sorption
Cryopump

1

\..i

■._i

Pumps

Figure 1. Schematic of MBE Quaternary Growth System.

walls.
At the bottom of the growth chamber is an optical viewing port
which enables the layer to be evaluated visually during growth. If the
layer does not maintain a mirrorlike surface, the growth can be
terminated therby reducing waste of ovenloads. This port can also be
used with a laser, either for surface analysis using reflection
measurements or for possible laser annealing during growth.
An ion gauge immediately behind the substrate position is used to
determined the flux rates from each oven. The temperature of each oven
is adjusted until the required partial pressure due to molecules from
that oven is achieved. Individual shutters enable each oven to be
monitored independently.
The substrate is mounted on the substrate holder using indium
solder. The holder is heated radiantly from the rear and the substrate
temperature monitored by a thermocouple mounted adjacent to the
substrate.

The substrate is moved within the system from the loadlock

into the growth chamber using a magnetic drive.
The ovens and substrate are normally held at an elevated
temperature, approximately 50% of growth temperature, between runs to
prevent contamination due to absorption of foreign material. With the
system under these 'idling' conditions and with full cryogenic pumping,
-10
base pressures down to 5 x 10 torr have been achieved after bakeout
of about 12 hours. Automatic overnight bakeout is routinely used.
It is clearly of utmost importance for the substrate to have as
clean a surface as possible immediately prior to growth. For InP
substrates the most common technique is to sputter-clean followed by
thermal annealling to remove damage introduced by the sputter process.

9

From studies at Georgia Tech l° it has been found sufficient to use a
thermal clean process. An Auger spectrometer has been installed on the
interlock chamber and a spectrum of the surface contaminants is obtained
immediately after loading the substrate. The substrate is then heated
to 560° C under either an arsenic or phosphorous stabilising flux,
preventing a depletion of phosphorous which would otherwise occur since
the substrate cleaning temperature is well above the congruent
evaporation temperature. An Auger spectrum is obtained after thermal
cleaning. Heating the substrate at 560 0 C for 45s removes all traces of
oxygen and carbon. Typical Auger spectra before and after thermal
cleaning are shown in figure 2, and confirm the complete removal of
oxygen and carbon as surface contaminants.
As indicated in section 1.1 various sources of phosphorous may be
used for MBE growth. The two most common being InP which is a source of
P2

13

, and elemental red phosphorous which produces P 4 .

14

Both sources

have been used with varying degrees of success. For InP MBE films the

I
highest mobility material grown has used InP as a dimer phosphorous
source. This work at Georgia Tech

15

achieved room temperature

mobilities near 3800 cm 2 V -1 s -1 compared to 3500 cm 2 V -1 s -1 which is the
highest reported using P 4 . The evaporation of indium from InP is
sufficiently small so as to make no contribution to the overall In
concentration. There is however, a major problem with using InP in that
the phosphorous depletes so rapidly. Using the standard ovens in our
MBE system, approximately 1 cm diameter by 3 cm long, total growth times
of 5-6 hrs. with maximum film thicknesses of no more than 4 microns are
obtained. A larger oven was constructed and tested but the increased
surface area of the load seemed to increase the formation of P

4

and, in

In

ro
Auger spectra of InP substrate after thermal
cleaning at various temperatures for 45s
with arsenic passivation flux.

d, 560 C

c, 550 C

n
(a
c
-a
m
N
a-

Auger spectra of InP substrate after thermal
i

cleaning at various temperatures for 45s with
arsenic passivation flux.

spite of some reported success in using P 4 at other laboratories, no
films of any resonable quality have been grown at Georgia Tech using P 4 .
All the films grown here have therefore used InP as the phosphorous
source with the frequent replenishment, and hence increased chance for
contamination being tolerated. For the future, a new oven using
elemental red phosphorous will be tested whereby P 4 can be cracked into
P 2, hopefully this will solve the problem.
GaAs is a useful source of arsenic; however, in this case the group
III element does make a significant contribution to the overall Ga flux
and must be considered. In fact for some of the InGaAsP films it was
found possible to dispense with the Ga oven and use just the Ga coming
from the GaAs oven.
The main advantage in using binary oven loads for As and P sources
is that the evaporation temperatures are higher than those of the
elements where high vapor elements lead to relatively low oven
temperatures which can make flux control somewhat difficult. The flux
control of the group V element is not quite as crucial in binary growth
since there is almost always an excess of the group V. However in the
quaternary system it is essential to be able to control the relative
fluxes of the two group V elements as well as the total flux. For this
reason all quaternary growths reported here have used binary sources
since it was easier to control the flux rates. It is intended to test
and install continuous flux monitors for each oven which should further
improve control of the composition.
2.2 Single Oven Flux Monitor
One of the major problems associated with the growth of In i _
x Ga As y P1-y using MBE is the difficulty of achieving the accurate
x

13

ectron
grid

cold trap
molecular beam

grid

ion
collector

MBE oven

grid

Schematic showing location and construction details of
ionization gauge flux monitor.

Figure 3
14 .

control of the fluxes from the various ovens necessary to be able to
predetermine the composition coefficients x and y. Thus far the flux
has been measured for each oven prior to growth and the temperature
needed to establish that particular flux has been kept constant during
the growth, whereas ideally of course it is the flux which should be
kept constant. By monitoring the fluxes before and after growth,
changes in the fluxes have been observed. In order to compensate for
this, the temperatures of some of the ovens, especially InP, have been
judiciously raised during growth. It would clearly be of great benefit
if the flux of each oven could be monitored during growth and this
information used to control the temperature of the oven.
As a first step towards achieving this, a prototype single oven
flux monitor has been installed and tested in the MBE system. A diagram
of the monitor and its location is shown in figure 3.
The electron impact ionization flux monitor uses a 100 eV electron
beam to ionize a small fraction of the neutral molecular beam emerging
from a growth oven. The positive ions formed are then collected and the
resultant current monitored. The measured current remains proportional
to the molecular beam flux as long as the density of gas in the
molecular or atomic beam is large compared to the background gas
pressure but is not so large as to permit multiple electron scattering
events. These conditions are usually satisfied immediately in front of
a growth oven under normal MBE growth conditions.
Electrons are emitted from the heated filament and accelerated by a
relatively strong electric field to form a broad, diverging electron
beam. These electrons, with a typical energy of 100 eV, then pass
through a 95% transmitting grid and into a much weaker deccelerating

15

field. The electron beam continues to diverge and gradually decreases
in energy as it passes directly in front of an MBE growth oven. The
electron beam is perpendicular to the oven flux and sufficiently broad
to pass through virtually all of it.
Except under extreme conditions about one electron in 10

3

will

participate in an ionizing collision with the gas in front of the growth
oven. A typical range of molecular densities in front on an MBE growth
oven is 10

10

section of 10

- 10
-15

13

3
molecules/cm . Assuming a large ionization cross

2
cm , results in an electron mean free path of at least

100 cm even for the highest growth beam density considered. Thus, only
a one percent non-linearity would occur under fairly extreme conditions.
Most of these electrons, along with those that did not cause ionization,
will then pass out of the growth beam and hit the conductive sides of
the monitoring assembly. The positive ions produced by the electron
beam (which account for at most 0.1% of the total growth beam and can be
decreased by several orders of magnitude by decreasing the electron beam
current) are then accelerated towards a collection plate by the same
field which deccelerates the electron beam. These ions then pass
through a 95% transmitting grid and are collected on a plate which is
maintained at a sufficiently negative potential to prevent the
collection of electrons from the monitoring beam. The ion collection
plate is surrounded by, but electrically isolated from, a metal housing
which prevents electrons or ions from reaching it from all directions
expect from the side closest to the growth beam. Thus, the ion current
is characteristics of the flux from one specific oven. Electrons are
prevented from reaching the grid (which encloses this side of the
housing) by its electrical potential, which is more negative than either
the electron filament or the collection plate. Thus, only positive ions

16

ion c u rre nt(na no-a mp s).

thermocouple reading

Curve of ion current versus thermocouple reading for ionization
gauge flux monitor.

Figure 4
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from one direction, and hence one oven, can reach the collection plate;
secondary electrons which could be ejected from the collection plate are
surpressed by the grid which is in front of it.
The typical electron beam current is about 10
current ranges from 10

-9

to 10

-6

-3

amps and ion

amps. The primary limitation of this

device for low flux measurements is that of background pressure.
Positive ions are formed by electron bombordment of background gas just
as they are formed from the growth beam. Thus, if the density of the
growth beam approaches the background gas density, a correction for the
background gas must be made.
The initial testing of this monitoring system was performed in
front of an indium oven in the MBE growth system. A plot of the
positive ion current versus indium oven temperature is shown in figure

4.
This flux monitor can be used either directly to control the growth
oven or in conjunction with a temperature controller to maintain a
constant flux as the oven load is depleted. The long term stability of
this monitoring system is increased by using the positive ion current
divided by the electron emission current instead of using the ion
current alone. Low flux measurements are further improved by monitoring
positive ion current from beyond the growth beam path so that the
current due to ionization of background gases can be subtracted.
2.3 Analysis of Layers
Analysis of the quaternary layers is directed towards two
objectives. The first, which is common to all MBE films, is the quality
of the films which can be expressed in terms of parameters such as
carrier mobility, carrier concentration, photoluminescence efficiency,

18

surface smoothness and epitaxial growth. The second parameter of great
concern in the quaternary systems is that of composition, the ability to
adjust the relative amounts of In, Ga, As, and P such that they produce
a semiconductor with the correct bandgap and at the same time be lattice
matched to the InP substrate. A variety of techniques have been used
during the course of this program to evaluate the aforementioned
factors.
The 'quality' of the films can be adequately expressed in terms of
the carrier mobility and concentration. These were determined directly
using van der Pauw-Hall measurements. Reflection electron diffraction
has been used to verify epitaxial growth and to evaluate surface
smoothness. Optical methods are very powerful analytical tools and
techniques such infrared absorption, photoluminescence and
electroreflectance have been used to determine bandgap energies as well
as to estimate the quality of the films. The only direct way to
determine lattice-matching is to use x-ray diffraction and this
technique has also been used. The composition can then be deduced from
the bandgap measurements together with the lattice-matching
measurements.
2.3.1

X-ray Rocking Curve
The most direct way to determine the lattice match between the film

and substrate is to perform x-ray diffraction studies from the film and
substrate simultaneously. This technique uses the diffraction from the
substrate as an internal calibration and hence removes the necessity of
making an absolute measurement of the diffraction angle. For the{4001
reflection the lattice parameter of the film is given by

19

2X

o

a
sin(Ao + sin -1 (i)-'--))

where x is the x-ray wavelength

o is the angle between the diffraction peaks from the
film and substrate, and
a s is the lattice constant of the substrate.
Since x and a

s

are known, a measurement of h3 is sufficient to enable a

o

to be calculated.
The lattice constant of

In1-xGaxAsyP1-y

is a function of the

compositional parameters x and y and is expressed by

3

a o (x,y) = 01894y - 0.4184x + 0.0130xy + 5.8696
Lattice matching to InP is achieved by maintaining the y/x ratio 2.1.
2.3.2

Bandgap Measurements
The most important attribute of the quaternaries, which has

determined its widespread application to optical communication systems
as sources and detectors, is the ability to adjust the fundamental
bandgap and hence the lasing wavelength of a diode laser by a suitable
choice of composition parameters. The fundamental bandgap energy can be
expressed by:

2

E (x,y) = 1.35 - y + 1.4x - 0.33xy - (0.758 - 0.28y)x (1-x)
- (0.101 - 0.109x)y (1-y)
If both the bandgap energy and lattice constant are known, the
composition parameters can be calculated. The solutions to the lattice
constant and energy gap equation are shown graphically in figure 5 as

20
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Bandgap (---) and lattice constant (---) of
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1-x z(As y P 1-y as functions of x and y.

Figure 5

functions of both x and y.
There are a variety of optical techniques which can be used to
determine the bandgap energy; these techniques include infrared
transmission, photoluminescence and electroreflectance. The simplest
technique is infrared transmission which measures directly the
absorption of the sample in the vicinity of the bandgap.
The transmission of radiation through a sample of thickness d,
reflectivity R, and absorption coefficient

a is given by:

-'ad
T= 11) -R)R 22 ee -ad
For an approximate estimate it is usually allowable to assume R «1 and
hence Tie - `. The situation of a thin film on a substrate is somewhat
more complex and allowance has to be made for the optical properties of
the substrate as well as possible interference effects between film and
substrate.

The shape of the spectrum can be analyzed to yield the

bandgap energy.
A more precise technique is to use electroreflectance which is one
form of modulation spectroscopy. In modulation spectroscopy the optical
spectrum either reflection or absorption of a solid is modulated in some
way by a periodic variation of the measurement environment, e.g.
electric field, magnetic field, temperature, wavelength or polarization
of the incident light. The modulation gives rise to sharp, differentiallike optical features in the region of critical points in the electronic
energy band structure. Normally there is very little change in the
reflection or transmission associated with a critical point (higher band
gap for example) and so it is difficult to observe. Using phasesensitive detection at the modulation frequency, it is possible to
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observe changes in reflectance as small as 10

-6

. Signals are only

observed where there is a change, however small, in reflection with
modulation field.
Electroreflectance uses an electric field to change the optical
properties of the semiconductor. Basically, the electric field modifies
the band structure through a Franz-Keldysh effect and hence the optical
properties also change. Electroreflectance enables not only the
fundamental bandgap E 0 to be determined more precisely, due to its
derivative property, but also the higher bandgaps, E l and E 2 , together
with spin-orbit splittings. The energies E o ,

and E 2 correspond to

different wavelengths and different absorption coefficients and so in
principle it is possible to use this technique for depth profiling.
Additionally, if the line shapes of the electroreflectance spectra are
carefully analyzed, both carrier concentration and mobility may be
deduced. The width of the lines depends upon the mobility and the
height of the signal is a relatively simple function of carrier
concentration.
The technique is essentially quite simple: an audio-frequency
modulated voltage ( - 1V) is placed across the sample. The incident white
light is chopped relatively slowly, "100Hz, and the radiation reflected
by the sample is sent through a spectrometer for wavelength analysis,
detected by a wideband detector and the output fed into two lock-in
amplifiers tuned to each frequency. The outputs of the lock-ins are fed
into a ratiometer to obtainLR/R where AR signal at the audio frequency
and R is the 100 Hz signal. AR will only be finite near critical points.
Photoluminescence 16 is rapidly being accepted as one of the most
useful characterization techniques, especially for MBE films. The
advantage of this technique is that in addition to luminescence at the
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fundamental bandgap, there may also be radiative transitions which
either begin or end on impurity states. Such transitions can be used to
identify impurities and their crystallographic environment. Further, by
careful calibration it is possible to determine the 'quality' of the
film from the width of the photoluminescnece. The scattering mechanisms
which contribute to the mobility are the same as those causing line
broadening. In principle therefore, reasonable estimates can be made of
the mobility from the photoluminescent data.
It is more difficult to perform photoluminescence on narrower
bandgap materials since they have emission spectra which may extend
beyond the range of the most sensitive of detectors, the photomultiplier
tube. InGaAsP films grown at Georgia Tech have bandgaps near 1.2 and
1.6 PM and, therefore it is necessary to use Ge bolometers and PbS
detectors. The photoluminescent data shown in this report was obtained
by Steve Bishop and colleagues at NRL.
2.3.3.

Hall Measurements

For thin lamellar samples the standard method for determining the
electrical characteristics of the samples is to use the van der Pauw
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variation of the Hall effect. Since this is a widely used technique it
will not be discussed here in any detail. The only point worth
mentioning is the need for correction of errors introduced by the finite
size of the contact pads. The sample is a 3.5 mm square with 0.5 mm
diameter contacts placed in each corner. Therefore, the total contact
dimension relative to the sample size is significant and cannot be
ignored. The correction analysis suggested by van der Pauw has been
applied to the results obtained here.
2.3.4

Reflection Electron Diffraction
Reflection electron diffraction is a relatively simple technique
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for investigating surface smoothness and confirming epitaxial growth.
The penetration depth of the electron beam is low due to the high
inelastic scattering cross-sections for the electrons. This means that
only the first few atomic layers are probed by RED. Therefore, the
diffraction pattern represents order within the film and not the
substrate. A detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this report. It
suffices to say that epitaxial growth together with a smooth surface is
confirmed by a distinctive streaking in the diffraction patterns.
Broadening and spotting are evidence of poorer quality films.
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3.0 MBE GROWTH OF InGaAsP
3.1 Introduction
There have been two distinct phases in the growth of InGaAsP during
the period covered by this report. Firstly, there was an effort to
improve the general quality of the films in terms of lattice-matching
and mobility and, at the same time, to determine the reproducibility of
the MBE system on a run-to-run basis. Secondly, there was a phase
directed towards establishing the growth conditions required for an
InGaAsP film with a bandgap near 1.55 pm. This wavelength was
specifically chosen since it is near the region of minimum attenuation
of silica-based optical fibers and hence may be expected to be of great
use in long distance communication systems, including undersea
communications and hydrophonic detection of ships. The development of
an InGaAsP laser at a wavelength of 1.55 pm would also require confining
layers of n- and p-type InP. Therefore, with an overall objective of
growing a structure suitable for processing into a double
heterostructure InGaAsP/InP diode laser (for more details, see section
3.2) the following tasks were identified: Growth of InGaAsP films of
good quality at 1.55 pm, growth of suitable doped n- and p-type InP, and
also examination of problems associated with ohmic contacts to p-type
InP. This section is concerned solely with the growth and analysis of
InGaAsP films.
3.2 Double Heterostructure Diode Lasers
A simple design structure of a double heterostructure diode laser
is shown in figure 6. Both the active and confinement layers are
fabricated from direct bandgap semiconductor materials, Indirect gap
materials such as silicon require the involvement of a lattice
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InGaAsP DIODE LASERS
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vibration during the recombination process which lowers the transition
probability signficantly. This would give rise to the necessity of very
high currents to compensate for the low transition probability. The
surrounding layers serve to confine both the injection electrons and
holes as well as the generated photons. The carrier confinement is
achieved by sandwiching the active medium between higher energy bandgap
materials. The potential barrier established at each junction, either p
or n type relative to the active medium and taking into account the bias
direction, serves to confine the carriers. The photons are confined by
having lower refractive index materials surrounding the active layer.
The refractive index difference maintains a high reflectivity at the
interfaces, thereby confining the photons. The relationship between
bandgap energy and refractive index for semiconductors is forruitious in
that higher bandgap energy is always associated withlow refractive
indices, as given by the empirical relationship

En

= 108
n

when InGaAsP is used as the active layer medium then InP is a suitable
confinement material. See figure 6 for a typical double-heterostructure
diode laser structure. However, since the bandgap of the quaternary can
be adjusted, the efficiency of confinement (and hence of lasing) will
vary. The leakage current, due to tunnelling electrons and holes will
increase as the lasing wavelength decreases. The situation of present
interest, i.e. of long wavelength lasing should be an efficient
combination of active and confining materials.
Suitable doping levels for the n- and p-type InP confining layers
are given in figure 6. Part of the program is concerned with
determining growth conditions and suitable dopants for these layers.
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3.3

MBE Growth of Reproducible InGaAsP
A number of InGaAsP films have been grown on Fe-doped semi-

insulating InP substrates using growth conditions similar to a sample
grown at Georgia Tech on a previous program.

10

Although that program

was successful in that reasonably good quality film of InGaAsP were
grown (in fact the films were the best grown using MBE at that
particular time) there were problems in that the films did not seem to
be easily reproduced. This led to a reevaluation concerning the control
and consistency of the growth procedures as well as material analysis.
It was proposed to grow some films under virtually identical conditions
and to make a very careful analysis of the bandgaps using
electroreflectance. With the addition of Hall data, this experiment
would be sufficient to determine the consistency of the growth runs.
A major contribution to the possible variation of the composition
of the runs came, not from a inherent irreproducibility of the growth
procedure but from the use of Auger spectroscopy to determine
composition parameters. It is unfortunate in retrospect that Auger
spectroscopy was used earlier as the primary composition measurement
technique since even under optimum condition Auger is unlikely to give
the composition to better than 20%.
The deposition parameters and electrical properties of the films
together with that of D0206-II which was grown under the previous
program are given in table 1. Electro-reflectance was used to measure
E l and E l + Li of three samples, including D0206-II, and are shown in
figure 7 where it is clear that they have almost identical values. If

1

the composition parameters for D0206-II as deduced from Auger
measurements are used to calculate the fundamental bandgap, a value of
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and co-workers have made a detailed study of the electro-

reflectance spectra of LPE grown InGaAsP as a function of y, assuming
lattice matched conditions. Transition such as E
+ o

f

o

, E

o

+ A

o'

E , and E
1
1

have all been determined for lattice matched material. These are

shown in figure 8. Although the samples shown in figure 7 are not
perfectly lattice-matched, it is not expected that a mismatch of 0.5%
will have much effect on the transition energies. Therefore it can be
deduced from the values of E

1

and E

l

+ A

l

for the Georgia Tech samples

that the fundamental energy, E 0 , is 0.82 eV. This is to be compared to
the value of 0.68 eV deduced from Auger measurements of the composition.
The electroreflectance data has therefore confirmed the reproducibility
of the growths and at the same time shown that p ,ious composition
determinations based on Auger spectroscopy to be in error.
From table 1 it can readily be seen that the mobilities of the
films have also increased. Since the growth conditions were nominally
the same, it is not clear why the later films should be of higher
quality. However, there may be some variation due to differences in the
purity and treatment of the oven loads and in the cleanliness of the
substrate prior to growth. Visually the later samples looked more
mirror-like; however, D0206-II gave good electro-reflectance data which
suggests that its mobility may have been higher than that suggested by
the original Hall measurement. Poor luminescence was observed from these
early samples, as will be discussed, luminescence improved considerably
with later samples.
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It is not possible to determine uniquely the composition of the
InGaAsP from knowledge only of the bandgap. The degree of latticematching must be known. As discussed in more detail previously, the
lattice constant is measured using x-ray rocking curves. Such a curve
is shown in figure 9 for sample D1026 -T toge

a curve obtained

from the InP substrate alone showing the clear'y resol‘,!0 'uKa l and CuKa 2
lines.

The diffraction from the InGaAsP film appears -, a broad

sideband on the diffraction peaks from the underlying InP substrate.
The breadth of the diffraction peak is due to both vet :cal and
horizontal spatial inhomogeneity; although, since ti - maximum vertical
(depth) homogeneity is limited due to the small film thickness, the main
contribution to the broadening is horizontal broadening. The x-ray beam
was a slit approximately 100 pm wide with a height larger than the
samples. The peak due to the InGaAsP MBE film corresponds to a latt?c ,
(onstaf5.897ASincethla onstcabexprsdin
terms of x and y, this relationship can be solved simultaneously with
that from the bandgap energy to obtain a unique set of x and y v'lues.
For this case y = 0.70 + 0.01 and x = 0.26 + 0.01. These values lie
within 25% of the Auger-deduced figures of y = 0.60 and x = 0.32.
Reflection electron diffraction (RED) has been used to . tudy the
surface morphology. The diffraction pattern for D0922-II is shown in
figure 10. The distinctive streaking confirms that growth was epitaxial
with smooth surfaces.
Further evidence as to the surface quality of the layers is
furnished by the 500X magnification optical micrograph of layer D1026-II
shown in figure 11. All films had a mirror-like appearance. It is
clear from figure 11 that the surface is smooth and free from crosshatching. The phenomenon of cross-hatching is usually associated with
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Optical Micrograph, magnification X500, of MBE
In l _ x Ga xAsyP i _y on InP, layer D102611.

Figure 11
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gross lattice mismatch. The correlation between lattice match and
appearance of cross-hatching has been studied in some detail by Oe

19

et

al who found that, for LPE-grown InGaAsP layers on InP, cross-hatching
only occurred for lattice mismatch greater than 0.005. Since figure 11
shows no evidence of cross-hatching this would seem to imply that the
upper limit for lattice mismatch of the samples grown here is 0.005.
This value is consistent with that deduced from x-ray diffraction.
Mobility measurements have been made as a function of temperature
using the van der Pauw configuration of the Hall technique. Contacts
were formed by evaporating Au:Ge (88:12) pads and then alloying for 20s
at 4500 in 10% H :90% N gas flow. Results for two samples are shown in
2
2
figure 12. The temperature dependence does not extend to sufficiently
low temperatures to allow a detailed quantitative analysis to be made,
however, the relatively flat response shows the significance of alloy
scattering in this temperature range.
3.4
3.4.1

Growth of MBE InGaAsP with Bandgaps near 1.55 microns
Introduction
The films which were discussed in the previous section had a

bandgap energy of 0.82 eV, and whilst this is close to the optimum value
of 0.8 eV for long distance fiber communications, it is desirable to
decrease the bandgap energy and to increase the mobility which will give
rise to more efficient lasing action. This was demonstrated by the
width of the photoluminescence spectra discussed previously. This
section is concerned therefore with an attempt to adjust the bandgap
energy closer to 0.8 eV and at the same time to improve lattice matching
and mobility.
The previous samples of MBE grown In i _ x Ga xAsy P i _y had x and y
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values of 0.26 and 0.7 respectively, the y/x ratio is somewhat higher
than that for perfect lattice match (ideally y/x = 2.1). The relative
amounts of arsenic and phosphorous are more difficult to control than
those of the group III atoms due to the complex dependencies of the
sticking coefficients on substrate temperature and group III flux rates
and the high vapor pressures of these elements. The intial decision was
therefore to change the x and 1-x compositions by varying the
temperature of the gallium oven. At the same time in order to improve
the mobility it was also decided to raise the substrate temperature by
30° C to 510 ° C rather than the 480 ° C which has been used to grow all the
previous samples. No detailed studies have been made of the effect of
substrate temperature on the quality of MBE growth of InGaAsP. Since
the exact contribution of the GaAs oven to the overall Ga flux was
unknown and since the flux from the Ga oven seemed to be rather low, the
first growth of the new series used no Ga oven in order to establish a
baseline. The data for the samples are given in table 2 and it is clear
from the mobility measurement that the results are quite encouraging.
preliminary absorption measurment indicated that the bandgap was at the
correct value and consequently the following runs used similar growth
conditions except for the substrate temperature which was varied in
order to observe any dependence of growth on substrate temperature.
There is a major problem with the use of InP as the P

2

source due

to the rapid depletion of the phosphorous. This necessitates frequent
opening of the growth chamber which means that the internal conditions
of the system may be different from run to run. Further, it has been
deduced, by observing the partial pressure of the InP oven before and
after growth, that the flux decreases significantly during the hour or
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A

so normally used for growth. This factor is empirically compensated for
by increasing the oven temperature during growth; however this is not a
satisfactory solution and future growths will need to solve this
problems either by using a red phosphorous source and/or a continuous
flux monitor.
The samples have been analyzed using infrared absorption, x-ray
rocking curves, optical microscopy, photoluminescence, reflection
electron diffraction and Hall measurements.
3.4.2

Layer Characterization
The lattice match has been determined by x-ray rocking curves,

which have been discussed in detail in a previous section. X-ray
rocking curves for sample E0326-II are shown in figure 13. This
includes diffraction from the back surface of the InP substrate as well
as from the MBE film. Aligning the InP peaks removes the need for
absolute calibration and it is clear that, to within the resolution of
the x-ray equipment, the film is well lattice matched with only a slight
assymmetrical broadening observed. This represents a significant
improvement over previous samples. For lattice matched films the y/x
ratio is approximately 2.1; this condition yields both y and x from
bandgap energy measurements. Bandgaps have been measured using both
infrared absorption and photoluminescence.
A single-beam infrared spectrometer has been constructed at Georgia
Tech using a Jarrel-Ash 0.5 meter monochromator and with a Golay cell as
the detector. Infrared transmission spectra have been obtained and are
shown in figure 14. These spectra have been obtained by ratioing the
transmission of the InP substrate plus InGaAsP film against the
transmission of an InP substrate. Since the substrates were not all of
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Infrared transmission of MBE InGaAsP layers
on InP substrates.
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exactly the same thickness, the spectra were also normalized relative to
the maximum transmission of the film. The spectra are very similar with
the only significant difference existing in the steepness of the slope
near 1.6pm. E0326-II and E0405-II have a less steep shape than E0401II and E0407-II. In principle this could be expected to correlate with
mobility values, in that the better quality material ought to have a
steeper edge. However, other factors such as compositional homogeneity
may also play a role. E0326-II and E0405-II have the highest and lowest
mobility, respectively, and it is clear that other contributions are
influencing the band edge shape. The apparent tailing of the edge to
shorter wavelengths is consistent with absorption coefficients of 10
cm

-1

4

and with thin films. In order to determine the bandgap energy, the

transmission spectrum has been plotted as an absorption coefficient vs.
energy curve, shown in figure 15. It is not straightforward to
determine precisely what is defined as the bandgap from such spectra.
In order to make a meaningful determination, this spectrum was compared
to that of GaAs which has a well-known and accepted bandgap energy.
From this comparison the bandgap energy for this ample has been
determined to be 0.80 + 0.02 eV, which corresponds to a wavelength of
1.55 pm + 0.04 pm; this is exactly the required wavelength. The y and x
values corresponding to this wavelength are 0.86 and 0.41 respectively.
This corresponds to increases in both x and y relative to prior values.
The increase in y may in part be attributable to the higher substrate
temperature causing the phosphorous to have its sticking coefficient
reduced relative to the arsenic. The major cause however is that the
GaAs oven temperature was at a somewhat higher temperature than normal.
The temperature of the GaAs oven was 850 ° C compared to the 737 ° C used
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1.2

previously. This would explain both x and y increasing.
An optical technique which is becoming increasingly popular in the
analysis of epitaxial films is that of photoluminescence. This method
consists of photoexciting carriers, usually across the bandgap, from
valence band to conduction band but also from and into impurity levels,
and then observing the reradiated recombination processes. The
characterization of materials has been discussed in detail by Bishop

16

and will not be repeated here. It suffices to say that from the
recombination spectra information about impurity complexes can be
obtained in addition to the fundamental bandgap energies, excition
transitions and phonon-assisted processes. The results given here were
obtained by Steve Bishop and colleagues at NRL. The photoluminescence
associated with the fundamental bandgap transitions for three samples
are shown in figure 16. These spectra were obtained at 4 ° K using a
krypton laser for excitation and were analyzed using a 3/4 m
monochromater together with a cooled Ge bolometer. The samples were
also studied using a PbS detector which extends the wavelength range to
4 pm. No data was obtained beyond those wavelengths shown in figure 16.
The photoluminescence peaks are at the following wavelengths: sample
E0326-11 at 1.626 um, sample E0401-II at 1.493 pm and sample E0405-II at
1.552 PM.

The halfwidths are as indicated in figure 16, typically about

40 meV without allowing for any instrumental broadening. The peak
positions represent the spread inherent in the growth control since the
growth conditions were nominally the same except for substrate
temperature. The precision of photoluminescence compared to absorption
spectra is clearly indicated. These spectra are the first meaningful
luminescence data obtained from molecular beam epitaxial InGaAsP and as
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such represent a significant improvement in the material quality.
The halfwidths of the peaks can be used as a further comparative
parameter with respect to material 'quality'. The halfwidths shown in
figure 16 are comparable to those found for unintentionally doped n-type
InGaAsP grown using vapor phase epitaxy.
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Although in principle, the

carrier concentration can be deduced from the photoluminescence
halfwidth, no effort was made to do this since a wider range of samples
would be required for calibration.
The MBE InGaAsP films have been characterized for their electrical
properties at room temperature using van der Pauw-Hall measurements.
Contact pads were formed on the unintentionally doped n-type material by
evaporating sequentially Au:Ge/Ni/Au. The Au:Ge ratio was 88:12. The
contact pads were alloyed for 20s at 450 ° in 10%:90%H 2 :N 2 flowing gas.
The results are given in table 2.
2 -1 -I
The mobility value of 4600 cm V s
measured for sample E0326-II
is the highest yet reported for an MBE InGaAsP film. The mobility
values of all the MBE films compare very favorably with those of LPE and
VPE samples of the same electron concentration and composition. The
carrier concentrations of this series of growths is lower than those of
previous MBE growths, mainly due to better lattice-matching and hence
fewer defects, Carrier concentrations still remain somewhat higher than
those of LPE and VPE material. The lowest reported value for VPE
material is 0.3 x 10

16

cm

-3

and that for LPE is 1.3 x 10

data should be compared with 3 x 10

16

cm

-3

16

cm

-3

. These

, the lowest value for the

present MBE material.
Also shown in table 2 are the substrate temperatures. Although
there are insufficient data to enable an unambiguous conclusion to be
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ROOM TEMPERATURE HALL DATA

SAMPLE

MOBILITY

CONCENTRATION

E0326-II

2 -1 -1
4630 cm V s

4.8 x 10

E0401-II

2 -1 -1
4200 cm V s

1.25x 10

E0405-II

2 -1 -1
3160 cm V s

1.5 x 10

E0407-II

2 -1 -1
3900 cm V s

3 x 10

16

16

cm

17

17
cm

-3

cm

cm

-3

-3

-3

THICKNESS

SUBSTRATE
TEMP.

0.65um

510 C

0.64um

510

0.66pm

500

0.66pm

520

Bandgap for all samples about 0.8 eV, lattice matching implies x = 0.41,
y = 0.86, wavelength = 1.55 microns

Table 2
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drawn, it appears that the highest mobilities occur at a substrate
temperature of 510 ° C. Furthermore, the carrier concentration seems to
be reduced as the substrate temperature is increased. Additional
experiments are required to confirm these observations.
In order to study the effect of substrate temperature further,
optical micrographs have been taken of the MBE films and of those parts
of the substrates which were covered by a tantalum foot during growth
and hence did not have film growth. These optical micrographs are shown
in figure 17. The film grown at the lowest substrate temperature shows
the least density of defects. All other films show regularly spaced and
oriented defects whose size and density increase with substrate
temperature.
A step profiler scan of the epilayer is shown in figure 18 which
reveals that these defects consist of projections above the surface of
0
up to a maximum height of 2000A. The defects have a square crosssection with a tapered profile, being widest at the base. They all have
the same orientation. An optical micrograph of the area under the foot
of sample E0326-II reveals similar looking defects to those on the film.
Interestingly enough, however, the defects under the foot are not
0
projections but pits, with depths up to 400A. This is demonstrated in
the step profile shown in figure 19. There does not appear to be any
correlation between low defect density and high mobility.
The origin of the defects under the foot is probably due to thermal
effects on the InP substrate. The higher substrate temperature giving
rise to increased thermal etch pits due to selective phosphorous
evaporation. Although the defects on the MBE film have the same
orientation, as one may expect, since the crystal orientation
predisposes certain directions, there is no obvious correlation. It may
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be that selective substrate defects give rise to perferred growth
conditions. However further studies are clearly indicated.
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UNDER FOOT

InGaAsP LAYER E0326 MAGN. 200X
T(sub):510 C
Figure 17a
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UNDER FOOT

MBE LAYER

I
InGaAsP MBE LAYER E0401 MAGN. 200X
T(sub):510 C
Figure 17b
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MBE LAYER

UNDER FOOT

InGaAsP MBE LAYER E0405 MAGN. 200X
T(sub):500 C
Figure 17c
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InGaAsP MBE LAYER E0407 MAGN. 200X

T(sub):520 C

Figure 17d
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4.0 MBE GROWTH OF INTENTIONALLY-DOPED n - and p-TYPE InP
As mentioned earlier, in order to fabricate double-heterostructure
diode lasers, it is necessary to incorporate n- and p-type InP into the
structure. These layers serve to confine both electrons and photons to
the active lasing area. This section is concerned with the growth of nand p-type InP using MBE. Since one of the major problems was expected
to be the fabrication of ohmic contacts to InP, this section will also
include studies on possible contacting methods.
4.1

Growth of n-type InP by MBE
Although InP is potentially a very important material for the

fabrication of high-frequency microwave devices, relatively little work
has been reported on the growth of InP by MBE. Growth has previously
been achieved using In and either InP or red phosphorous as the
phosphorous source. Substrate temperatures which range between 350 °C
and 510 ° C have been reported. The lowest carrier concentration which
has been achieved at the time of writing is approximately 2 x 10

16

cm

-3

2 -1 -1
and the highest mobility reported is 3800 cm V s , these being the
room temperature values, which were achieved with a substrate
temperature of 530 ° C. This material was grown at Georgia Tech.

15

As

the substrate temperature is increased, the ratio of phosphorous to
indium flux has to be increased in order to compensate for increased
loss of phosphorous from the surface. The congruent evaporation
temperature for InP is 365 ° C. For substrate temperatures above 410 °C
Norris and Stanley

13

have reported the existence of defects which

consisted of whiskers anchored to In droplets. Such defects were not
observed in the present work; only the regularly oriented defects
previously mentioned have been seen and these were observed for T s
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500 ° C.
The question of surface cleaning has received some attention.
Norris and Stanley

13

have used argon ion sputtering followed by

annealing to remove the oxygen and carbon layers. Sputter cleaning was
used in preference to thermal cleaning since it was supposed that the
temperatures needed to remove oxygen and carbon would be too high
relative to the congruent evaporation temperature, resulting in
significant phosphorous depletion. However, as shown in the present
work, thermal cleaning at temperatures up to 560 ° C can be used as long
as an adequate arsenic-phosphorous passivation flux is present.
The conditions used to grow the unintentionally doped n-typp 'IP
layers are given in table 3, along with the results of electrical
measurements. Indium and indium phosphide were used as the In an P 2
source.Th,tgerwihasubtemprauof510 a
° C, (.1-e
growth rate of 0.4 pm/hr. The oven temperature of the InP sours- was
set at that used for the growth of InGaAsP. This facilitates the change
from growth of InP to that of InGaAsP.
The electrical data show mobilities typically of 2000 cm 2 V -1 s -1
17

cm

-3

. The mobility values are
andcrieotansf12x0

2 -1 -1
lower than that of 3800 cm V s
previously achieved and the
concentration values higher. These later values are most likely to be
due to increased contamination of the MBE system during the overall
accumulative growth periods. This system has been routinely

to

grow films using In, Ga, GaAs, InP, Be, Mn, and Sn; and with the
frequent opening to opening to replenish the InP, a steady increase in
background level is to be expected. Furthermore, evidence for the
existence of a low level vacuum leak became apparent, which could also
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ROOM TEMPERATURE HALL DATA
SAMPLE

CONCENTRATION
cm -3

E0528-II

1600

0.7

510

E0610-II

1100

1.3 x 10 17
4 x 10 17

0.25

510

E0611-II

2300

0.56

510

E0624-II

2500

2.5 x 10 17
2.3 x 10 17

0.36

510

*E0625-11

1900

2 x 10 18

0.4

520

*Sn-doped

Table 3
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THICKNESS
pm

SUBSTRATE
TEMP. °C

MOBILITY
cm 2 V -1 s -1

have contributed to the measured values.
The n + confining layer of InP in a InGaAsP/InP diode laser needs to
have a concentration of 2 x 10

18

cm

-3

. Having established the background

growth conditions, a Sn oven was introduced into the system and was c ed
to increase the electron concentration. The Hall data are given in
Table 3 and is the first reported value for Sn-doping of InP. The Sn
oven temperature was 640 ° C and produced exactly the required doping
2 -I -1
level with a room temperature mobility of 1900 cm V s . This was a
particularly encouraging result and showed that Sn is a good candidate
for n-type doping of InP by MBE growth.
4.2

Search for a suitable ohmic contact to p-type InP
Before looking at suitable dopants for p-type InP, some means of

making the ohmic contacts needed for Hall measurements on p-type
material has to be available. Various contacting schemes for
fabricating ohmic contacts on p-type InP have been proposed and used for
ohmic contacts, with varying degrees of succe , :). The systems which have
been used include Au-Zn,

21

Au-Mg,

22

Au-Cd,

In-Zn,

21

and In-Cd.

21

The

success of these systems has not been completely satisfactory. Au-Zn

23

fabricated using a plating process, seemed to produce th - most promising
results. Plating was found to be necessary since the high vapor
pressure of Zn makes it difficult to control the thickness of the zinc
layer by evaporation. Au-Be,

24

'

25

sequentially evaporated (Be first),

has also been shown to give good ohmic contacts to p-type TnP.
due to the toxicity of Be, it was decided to investigate first whether
or not some less undesirable process could be found. According?" some
studies were made of ohmic contacts to p-type
4.2.1

using Au:Mn a.

Contacts to p-Type InP using Au-Mn Alloys
The metals were evaporated using separate boats for the Mn and Au.
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The intial tests were performed on p-type InP substrate material using a
95% Au: 5% Mn alloy with the Mn being evaporated first. The total
weight of Au + Mn was 50 mg. The substrates were either Zn or Zn + doped
InP. Values for the carrier concentrations of the substrates are not
available but are probably in the region 1 - 2 x 10

18

cm

-3

. Following

the deposition, the contacts are alloyed in forming gas at 450 °C for
various lengths of time.
The'contacts were made by evaporating through a Hall sample mask.
The behavior of the contacts were determined from I-V curves.
The bulk samples were prepared by either cleaning in organic
solvents or by cleaning and then etching. The etch was a standard InP
etch. Generally there was little difference in the ohmic properties of
cleaned and cleaned/etched samples. The minimum alloying time at 450 ° C
was three minutes. Alloying times shorter than three minutes exhibited
poorer I-V curves. Presumably this is due to the diffusion time of the
Mn into the InP. A series of I-V curves for the 95:5 Au:Mn alloy after
various alloying times is shown in figure 20. The contacts are clearly
symmetric but non-linear. The final curve after annealing for six
minutes at 450 ° C did become linear with a contact-contact resistance of
30 . Although not perfect, this was sufficiently encouraging to repeat
the procedure on an MBE p-type InP film.
Figure 21 shows the I-V curves obtained using a Au(90):Mn(7)
contact alloy on p-type InP MBE sample D0920-II after annealing for 4
mins at 450 °CC n hydrogen. This shows a contact-contact resistance of
7.52. The contacts were not consistent however. Figure 21 also shows
two I-V curves for this system which represent the characteristics of
various pairs of the four contacts. The key signifies which of the four
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contacts are being studies. Good linearity and ohmic behavior, at least
under conditions pertaining to the Hall measuring conditions of 1 mA and
1V, are achieved, but only for one pair of contacts.
Following a discussion with Brad Boos of NRL, contacts were
fabricated from similar alloy ratios but with simultaneous evaporation
from the same boat. Contrary to results reported with Au:Zn alloys, no
improvement was observed with the Au:Mn system. However, it was not
possible to pursue this technique further due to the small amount of ptype InP material available at that time. It is possible that further
studies may have shown some improvement.
The fabrication of ohmic contacts on p-type InP using a Au and Zn
periodic plating procedure together with photolithographical defintion
of the contact area was recently published.

26

This procedure has

produced the lowest resistance contacts and is ideally suited for
fabricating contacts on a complete diode laser structure since the
photolithographic process can be used to define the contact geometry and
hence the lasing area.

Summary
A procedure for fabricating ohmic contacts on p-type InP has been
devised using Au-Mn alloys. Some success was achieved and ohmic
behavior was exhibited for some contacts, however, the the contacts were
not consistent and in this respect the procedure is not a significant
improvement over other reported techniques. Hoever, if an evaporation
procedure is required for contacts, the Au:Mn system is comparable to AuZn and less harmful to vacuum systems. Further studies will undoubtedly
improve the inconsistencies found in the contact quality.
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4.3 Investigation of Be as a possible p-type dopant for InP
There has, at the time of writing, been no report of successful ptype doping of MBE InP. Elements which have been used for InP p-type
dopants with other epitaxial techniques include zinc, 26 beryllium, 27
,28' 29

30
38
magnesium and manganese.

cadmiu
Cadmium and zinc have low

sticking coefficients and therefore do not lend themselves readily to
MBE growth. Additionally, there are problems due to vacuum system
contamination. Be, Mg, and Mn are more logical choices. Some success
has been reported using Mn to dope p-type InGaAsP grown by MBE at
Georgia Tech.
for MBE GaAs
McFee

14

10

31

Be has also been used successfully as a p-type dopant
and has been found to be well-behaved and reproducible.

et al report only limited success with either Be or Mn as p-type

dopants.
In view of the utilization of Be as the p-type dopant for GaAs at
Georgia Tech it was decided to see how Be performed as a possible
candidate for p-type doping of InP. The electrical data for sample
E0728-II is given in Table 4. Only one growth was possible using Be due
to time and financial constraints.The sample in Table 4 was grown under
exactly the same condition as the unintentionally-doped InP except for
the addition of the Be oven. Thermal cleaning was performed at 560 0 C
with phosphorous passivation from the InP oven. The growth duration was
one hour and yielded a layer 0.4 Pm thick. The Hall data showed a room
2 -1 -1
temperature mobility of 2500 cm V s
and a carrier concentration of 2
x 10

16

cm

-3

. The material was n-type. Since the expected background

carrier concentration was 10 17 cm -3 , it is clear that significant
compensation took place. As mentioned previously no further studies
have been possible, but the initial results are very promising and it
would seem that Be is a likely candidate for a p-type dopant for MBE
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Sample

Thickness
um

E0728-II

0.4

Mobility
2 -1 -1
cm V s
2500

n

Concentration
cm-3
=

2

x

10

16

Substrate Temp.
°C

520

Deposition parameters and electrical,properties of Be-doped InP.
Background dopant level, n 10 1 /cm - J.

Table 4

InP. Additional material must be grown at various Be doping levels to
evaluate completely the usefullness of Be as a p-type dopant.
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5. SELECTIVE EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF GaAs ON PREPARED SUBSTRATES
FOR FET FABRICATION
5.1 Introduction
Selective molecular beam epitaxy is a planar process which lends
itself readily to the production of various high speed logic devices
such as FET structures. Recently,

32

the simultaneous deposition of

single crystal and polycrystalline GaAs has been used to fabricate a
number of devices. This section reports efforts on similar growth
procedures using patterned samples provided by NRL. In addition to MBE
growth in windows opened by selective etching of grown oxide layers on
GaAs, MBE layers were also deposited on samples which had regions
defined by ion implantation.
5.2 Substrate Preparation
The procedure normally used to prepare substrates suitable for MBE
growth could not be used for these specially prepared substrates since
the etches would remove the SiO

patterned region. For the ion
0
implanted samples, the implanted depth was only about 3000A which would
2

be removed by the regular etch. The oxide patterned substrates also
could not be etched extensively since significant undercutting of the
GaAs would occur which would severely degrade any device potential. It
was decided to aim for a removal of about 300A of GaAs.
The etching rates of the Bromine-Methanol 1% etch was measured and
found to be about 2.5 pm/min. Figure 22 shows the results of the
present study together with previously reported data for GaAs
InP

34

33

and

. The strength was reduced by a factor of 10 which gave an etching
0

rate of 3000A/min. Finally, an etch of 0.01% Bromine-Methanol for 30s
seemed to give the required removal. The Tencor Thickness Monitor used
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to measure the depth of the etched step was at its highest sensitivity,
and the generated curve contained appreciable fluctuations. The
5:1:1/H 2 SO 4 :H 2 0 2 :H 2 0 etching step in the normal preparation procedure
was avoided completely. The preparation procedure included the standard
organic solvent stages followed by the Br:Meth etch and then washing in
deionized water.
Problems in getting the substrate to adhere to the sample holder
were immediately encountered. It proved extremely difficult to get the
molten indium to adhere to the substrate rear surface. A number of the
initial samples which were supplied by NRL were during this period due
to excess indium getting on the front surface while mounting the
substrate. The problem was initially attributed to the relatively
unetched rear surface. To overcome this, the front surface of the
sample was mounted on a glass slide using black wax and the rear surface
etched using the H 2 SO4 :H 2 0 2 :H 20 etch followed by a 1% Br:Meth etch.
Although this improved the tinning level of the substrate considerably,
difficulties still occur and this presently represents the major problem
area. No difficulty has been encountered with any other substrate, so
the problem is clearly associated with the prepared sample in some as
yet unknown way. There is also the possibility that the substrates may
not have been sufficiently flat.
5.3

Growth Conditions
The important parameters for an FET structure are layer thickness

and carrier concentration. These were required to be 3000A and 1 x 10
cm

-3

17

respectively. The growth rate for the MBE system, using Ga and As

as sources, was 1 Am/hr. Si was used as a n-type dopant. The dopant
level as a function of Si oven temperature had been determined from
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calibration runs on 1 pm thick samples and is shown in figure 23. In
order to measure the thickness and carrier concentration of the layer,
an extra piece of semi-insulating Cr-doped GaAs substrate material was
inserted adjacent to the patterned sample, and the thickness and Hall
measurements were made on that piece.
It was found that the thickness followed the previous calibration
runs exactly, but the carrier concentration was always less than that
expected from the calibration runs. The reasons for this are not
certain at the moment, but the differences in the layer thicknesses may
be a factor. It is probable that the effect of carrier depletion near
the substrate/film interface has

signficiant effect on the average

carrier concentration for the thin film whilst being relatively
unimportant for the thicker films.
Typical MBE growth conditions were: substrate temperature 580 °C, Ga
pressure 4 x 10

-7

torr and As pressure 1.6 x 10

-6

torr. The Si oven

temperature expected for a concentration of 10 17 cm -3 is 990 °C, however,
temperatures between 950 and 1000 ° C were used. Growth rates are
0
typically 1 pm/hr; for the 3000A thick layers grown, this required 19
minutes growth time. The substrate is heated under an incident arsenic
flux at all times.
Presently the layer is grown without a buffer layer; however,
future runs may incorporate an undoped 0.5 pm or thicker buffer layer.
5.4 Results on MBE Grown GaAs Layers
5.4.1 Electrical Measurements
In order to make Hall-van der Pauw measurements as well as
thickness measurements, a piece of Cr-doped GaAs was placed next to the
sample on the substrate holder and the measurements were made on that
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piece. This indirect characterization may lead to some discrepancy
between the actual characteristics of the sample and the data reported
here. Any difference is most probably due to difficulties of bonding
the sample onto the substrate holder as discussed earlier, since the
plain substrate probably had better thermal contact than the patterned
piece. This may give rise to a different effective substrate
temperature, and hence growth rate, or to a temperature variation across
the sample therby leading to inhomogeneity. Additionally, the surface
may not be completely free of contaminants. If fact, some of the
earlier results showed the presence of whiskers which typifies surface
contamination. Later samples were essentially devoid of whiskering
except on the polysrystalline areas. Presumably this is due to the lack
of cleaning and etching of the oxide layer.
Room temperature Hall data for four runs are shown in Table 5
toegther with the film thickness d and temperature of the Si doping
oven. The samples corresponding to these runs have been delivered to
NRL and are awaiting processing. The Hall data have been corrected for
the error introduced by using relatively large contacting pads.

17

For

these samples, no further correction for assymmetry was necessary,
except for sample V14/4. The defined Hall Resistances for this sample
varied by more than a factor of 60 for the two orthogonal directions.
To interpret these data in order to obtain meaningful measurements is
not straightforward. The usual correction factor, van der Pauw f
factor, relates to a difference in the Hall resistances which is due to
a geometrical assymmetry which is not applicable in the present case.
Probably the simplest way to analyze the data is just to use the lowest
Hall resistance and attribute the difference as due to contact problems.
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Growth

Carrier
Mobility
2 -1 -1
(cm V s )

Sample

Run No.

V14/1

E0304-III

4100

V14/4

E0317-III

3300

V14/6

E0330-III

3600

V14/7

E0401-III

3500

d(pm)

Time

(T si

3.5 x 10 16
3 x 10 16

.36

18 min

950°C

.30

17 min

970°C

3.5 x 10 16
1.6 x 10 17

.33

18 min

990°C

.38

19 min

1000°C

Concentration
(cm -3 )

)

If this is done a mobility for VI4/4 greater than 5000 cm 2 V -1 s -1 is
obtained. The number given in the table is the average of the two Hall
resistances without consideration of the differences and should be taken
as being somewhat pessimistic.
The data obtained for VI4/7 is very similar to data obtained
elsewhere for a similar system but with an undoped GaAs buffer layer.
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It is clear from the Hall data that the MBE layers are of good quality.
The ability to control the thickness can be deduced from Table 5. The
variation in deposition time was between all samples was less than two
0
minutes which lead to a spread of 800A in layer thickness. This
0
suggests that the layer can be controlled to about 100A. The dopant
level is the most difficult parameter to control and, as seen from Table
5, Si oven temperatures from 950 to 990 °C did not appear to change the
concentration significantly. However, sample VI4/7 has approximately
the correct value of concentration.
5.4.2

Surface Characteristics
All of the GaAs monitor samples appeared highly reflecting. The

main samples however had a variety of defects which presumably therefore
are due to a specific sample-related cause and not due to growth
conditions.
Initially, the degree of the cleaning etch was reduced relative to
the more usual procedure and this results in extensive whiskering over
large parts of the surface. The presence of these whiskers is directly
related to the presence of contaminants or other defects on the surface.
Growth on plain substrates requires significant etching to achieve a
surface sufficiently clean for epi growth. The normal preparation
typically removes 10 to 20 um, which cannot be used in the present case
which is limited to 200A. It is important therefore that since the
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substrates cannot be etched after the patterned regions are fabricated,
they must be etched in 5:1:1/H 2H 2 S0 2 :H 20 2 :H 20 prior to this process.
The very light 0.01% Br:Methanol etch used on the prepared wafer, which
removes about 300A in 30s, may be insufficient to produce a good surface
for growth.
A selection of optical micrographs is shown in figure 24.

Nominally, the clean/etch process was identical in all cases.

A further

variable may be due to indium spillover sometimes incurred when bonding
the sample to the holder. These microgrpahs generally are of areas not
obviously contaminated with spillover of In or scratches inadvertently
made when wetting the sample.
Figure 24a shows a 200X micrograph of E0304-III, VI4/1.

The

crystalline areas is essentially free of whiskers and other defects;
significant whiskering appears just outside this window.

This high

whisker density does not extend into the polycrystalline region and
therefore suggests a localization of defects.
Figure 24b shows sample E0317-III VI4/4 at a magnification of 125x.
The localization of whiskers in this case is very muchg reduced. Very
little whiskering is evident in either the winsow or oxide regions.
Visually this appeared to be one of the better samples; unfortunately,
the Hall data for this sample were the most unreliable.
The micrographs shown in figures 24c and 24d of samples E0330-111,
VI4/6 and E0401-III, VI4/7 are somewhat similar. There is a uniform

density whisker defect within the oxide regions and little indication of
clustering around the edges of the window. The window region is
relatively free of defects.
All the above figures represent the best part of each sample but

are nevertheness an indication of the quality of layers achievable using
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Optical micrograph of one window and surrounding oxide
layer for sample VI4/1, Run E0304-III. Substrate temperature 560°C.

Figure 24a
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Optical micrograph of one window and surrounding oxide layer
for sample VI4/4, Run E0317-III. Substrate temperature 560°C.

Figure 24b
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Optical micrograph of one window and surrounding oxide
layer for sample V14/6, Run E0330-III. Substrate temperature 560 ° C.

Figure 24c
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Optical micrograph of one window and surrounding oxide
layer for sample VI4/7, Run E0401-III. Substrate
temperature 560°C.

Figure 24d
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selective molecular beam epitaxy.
5.4.3

Growth on Ion Implanted GaAs
In addition to MBE growth on the patterned oxide layered

substrates, some growths were also made on ion implanted GaAs. The
objective was to determine if selective implantation could be used to
generate regions of damage which would then give rise to high
resistivity regions of GaAs when a layer is grown using MBE. Non
implanted area would have good crystalline growth. In this way a
pattern of high resistivity GaAs with windows of high mobility GaAs
suitable for FET fabrication could be achieved. Unfortunately, the high

temperature of the GaAs substrate durng growth essentially anneals out
the implanted damage and all the films grown on these implanted areas
showed good crystallinity.
5.5

Summary
The results discussed in the previous section are the outcome of a

number of test runs to establish operating conditions. These have now
been established as far as the growth of a suitable layer is concerned.
However, two problems which may be interrelated, still remain. These
are:
1)

Presence of whiskers due to inadequate surface etching - this may
be solved by either etching the substrate before pattern definition
and/or by light etching immediately prior to growth using a H 2 SO 4
3

2)

OH presently used.

basedtchr ane0.1%Br:CH

Etching of the wafer prior to pattern definition in a
5:1:1/H 2 SO 4 :H 2 0 etch may also help overcome the problems in tinning
and bonding the sample to the substrate holder.
It should be pointed out that the eight sections cut from wafer
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VI/4, four were degraded by overflow and scratches which occurred duirng
the bonding stage.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This program has investigated and characterized the basic material
properties and device fabrication procedures required to construct a
double heterostructure diode laser using molecular beam epitaxially
grown InGaAsP and InP. Significant progress was made in establishing
growth conditions for high-mobility InGaAsP with bandgaps near 1.55 Pm
as well as in identifying suitable n- and p-type dopants for the InP
confining layers. The results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of
MBE for growing high quality InGaAsP suitable for laser material.

The principal achievements of this study are:
1)

Reproducible MBE growth of InGaAsP was demonstrated

2)

High mobility InGaAsP lattice matched to InP with bandgap energies
corresponding to wavelengths near 1.55 pm has been grown for the
first time.

3)

2 -1 -1
Room temperature mobilities in excess of 4500 cm V s
have been
achieved which are superior to liquid phase epitaxy material.

4)

Good photoluminescence efficiencies in InGaAsP have been achieved
at 4° K. These are the first reported photoluminescence data for
MBE InGaAsP.

5)

Ionization gauge continuous flux monitoring has been demonstrated
which will improve future growth control.

6)

Be and Sn have been established as p- and n-type dopants
respectively for InP.

7)

Au-Mn has been shown to be a possible ohmic contact to p-type InP.

Unfortunately severe system malfunction towards the end of the
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program prevented the growth of a complete laser structure.
Despite the progress made in this study, the complexity of MBE
growth of INGaAsP ensures that further studies will still be required
before a complete understanding is possible.
Areas identified during this program as needing further study
include:
1.

Investigation of red phosphorous with a cracking oven as a P 2
source.

2.

Study of layer quality as a function of substrate temperature and
growth rates.

3.

Investigation as to whether high diffusion rates at high substrates
temperature will reduce device performance when multilayer
structures such as diode lasers are grown.

4.

Verification of dopant properties of Be in InP.

5.

Completion of studies on improved ohmic contacts to p-type InP.

Future Applications for MBE InGaAsP
The next phase in the investigation of molecular beam epitaxy of
the quaternary system is to develop and grow a series of laser diodes
with emission wavelengths between 1.1 pm and 1.6 pm. The control needed
for such bandgap adjustments will necessitate tighter control of flux
rates than is presently available. This may require the incorporation
of individual flux monitors similar to that successfully demonstrated in
this program.
The important application of the quaternary system to optical fiber
communication systems needs to be reinforced and consolidated by the
development of photodetectors and finally the monolithic integration of
detectors, electronic components (e.g. MESFETs) and sources. Molecular
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beam epitaxy, with its slow growth rates and flexibility including in
situ masking, is ideally suited for this. The area of integrated optoelectronic circuits, although still in its relative infancy, is
expanding rapidly and it is clear that InGaAsP will have an important
role to play. Diode lasers with emission wavelengths between 1.3 and 16
m have attracted a considerable amount of attention. However the area
of longwavelength InGaAsP photodiodes has only recently been studied
extensively. Further effort, especially towards avalanche photodiode
structures, with the objective of increasing efficiency, are clearly
called for, in addition to integration techniques.
The present study has indicated that good quality InGaAsP can be
grown using molecular beam epitaxy and has opened the way towards
individual device fabrication and finally monolithic integrated optoelectronic circuits. The successful and efficient implementation of
these ideas is only likely to be realized because of the tremendous
growth control possessed by molecular beam epitaxy. Of the other
epitaxial techniques, only metal organic-chemical vapor deposition has
this advantage. The next few years is going to be an exciting time as
the next generation of opto-electronic devices come to maturity.
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